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Introduction
AkimboCore’s Always-on Security Testing service is designed to address the
modern aspects of organisational risk.
Traditional penetration testing is often conducted annually or bi-annually,
but that isn’t inline with the way that systems and applications are
developed. Regular changes and updates to systems can introduce risk.
Our service combines penetration testing activities with application specific
bespoke automation to constantly assess organisations risk exposure, allow
issues to be addressed quickly.

CAPABILITY
AkimboCore’s capability is not limited to testing only for known
vulnerabilities. Our service can find application-specific vulnerabilities in
bespoke systems.
FEATURES
•

Penetration Testing driven

•

External estate-discovery driven

•

Covers the OWASP Top 10 and more

BENEFITS
•

Discover vulnerabilities faster

•

Receive notification as high risk issues are discovered

•

Includes detailed remediation guidance

•

Reduces risk
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AKIMBOCORE
INFORMED - SECURED

1. SCOPE

2. ASSESS

We assess the complexity and scale
of target applications. As well as
performing estate-discovery to
discovered missed assets.

Penetration testers work through
the target applications, target
systems, and open information
sources to find and exploit system

3. CONSULT

4. BUILD

Vulnerabilities are confirmed and
delivered to the organisation
immediately, alongside specific
guidance to remediate weaknesses
in the target systems.

We build automation systems to
monitor target systems for changes,
monitor for patch regression, and
allow for faster and deeper testing
going forward.

WHY AKIMBOCORE?
AkimboCore are a cybersecurity firm that have been innovating on security
testing services since 2019. Always-on, continuous security testing is not just a
feature of our organisation, it’s what we specialise in.
We perform security assessments through penetration testing activities, but we
apply human intelligence to the interesting parts and develop application
specific automation engines for the boring parts.
We aim to combine human led continuous penetration testing activities, with
bespoke automation, and security training, to help you reduce your
organisation’s risk.

“AkimboCore’s SaaS platform makes monitoring, modifying, and halting
security testing incredibly simple.”
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